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I'm a root user, but I can't execute certain commands. What Linux commands can execute android terminal emulator? #The Android ShellCommand to enumerate partitions? [duplicate] Ask a question. System, boot, recovery etc. What terminal command should I use? Mount the team only lists mount
points. Share| improve it. But trying that on my devices with Android 4.1 gives an empty list only. Cat/proc/partitions really lists all of them – but give no. Android Terminal Emulator apps wear out if you want to execute commands inside the Android operating system just like Linux. The Terminal Emulator
app window provides a command line interface, as well as allows you to connect other local machines on the network. Shell is a program that listens to keyboard input from the user and performs actions as specified by the user. Android devices come with a simple shell program. This shell program is
mostly undocumented. Since many people are curious about it I think I write some documentation about it.##Common problemsIn-shell is very limited error handling. When you enter the command name incorrectly, it will say permission denied, even if the real problem is that it could not find the
command:#The PATH variable android shell will work any program that it finds in its path. PATH is a colon (:) separated directory list. You can find out what your shell path is set by using the built-in echo command: Depending on the shell, you can see another result.#Built commandsEvery shell has
some built-in commands. Some common built-in commands are: echo - printed text stdout.set - sets shell variablesexport - makes shell variables available for command-line programscd - change the current directory.pwd - print name of the current directory.#CommandsTo to find out what commands you
have available, use the ls command for each director for each directory PATH variable.##Finding documentation for android commands. Many of the Android commands are based on standard Linux (or BSD) commands. If you are interested in a team, sometimes you can learn how it works by using the
man on the desktop of Linux or OSX (Apple Macintosh) on your computer. The Linux or OSX version of the command may differ in details, but much of the documentation still applies to the Android version of the command. Another source of documentation for people without Linux or OSX machine handy
is to use a web browser and use a web search engine to search for text: man Linux command name.##List of the commandShyd has a list of commands located on the Nexus S phone running android 2.3.3 user debugging build. Many of these commands are not on the user's phone. (They are missing
the user's phone because they are common to develop or debug the Android operating system.) Note that by default, there is no /data/local/bin directory. You can create this directory by using the mkdir command if you want. / Sbin exists, but you do not have permission to access it. You need root access.
If you have a developer phone or you also have root access to your phone, you can see what is in this directory. Note that the shell prompt changes from $to #to indicate that you have root access. Notice also that none of the /sbin commands are useful to shell – adb and ueventd files are demon
programs used to implement the Android Debugger adb program used by developers. A vendor/bin is a place where device manufacturers can insert device-specific executable data. These files are from the Nexus S.This directory does not exist in nexus S.am is android activity manager. It is used to start

and stop Android activities (such as applications) from the command line. Type I have myself to get a list of options.Command line audio file player. Used to apply patches to android files.Command line audio recorder. BlueTooth daemonBackup manager - type the command itself to get documentation.
Draws a boot animation. You may need to reset your phone to get out of it. Copy the contents of the file to the standard output. Change the file mode (for example, whether it can be read or written.) Change the owner of the file. Compare two files by byte in aDalvik virtual machine. (Used to run Android
applications.) Prints the current date and timeOpen and copy the file. By default, copies standard out. Shows how much free space is in the file systems on the different devices. Displays the current network interface configuration (IP, MAC address, etc.) Displays the current processes using the network
interfaces (top, and for networks)Manage firewallSaust tones for processes. Used to set the file system link. Prints the Android runtime log. Lists files. Create a directory. A program that sends random events that are used to check applications. (Just like a monkey playing with a device.) Move the file from
one directory to another. (Only in the same file system. Use cat &gt; b to copy the afile between file systems. Enumerate active processes. Reboot the device. Remove the file. Remove the directory. Starts android runtime. Stops android runtime. Shows which processes are currently using the largest CPU
time. Prints how long the device has been running since the last boot. A secure copy program. (Used to copy files to a network.) Used to administer SQLite databases. System Tracking Command - Use it to see what the system calls the program makes. Start shell with root privileges.#Versions Android
ShellAndroid 1.0 uses a shell that did not have tab completion or history editing. Editing the history added to Android 2.3. For example, you can use the up/down arrows to edit previous commands.#Other#BusyboxBusybox is a program that contains a set of shell and command line utilities. Search android
market Busybox and you should find some you can install. The Busybox shell includes completing tabs and editing your history. Some versions of Busybox for Android does not require that you root phone.#Debian utilitiesJ you can full Debian shell and utilities. (Debian is a popular desktop linux
distribution.) I do not know the information and it may require a rooted phone. Try web search Debian Android install.#Custom ROMSome custom ROM comes with their shells and utilities. If you're using a custom ROM, check its documentation to find out what's available. Active6 years, 10 months agoI
am a root user but I can not execute some commands. What Linux commands can execute android terminal emulator? KumarKumar2.4941919 gold badges6060 silver badges8686 bronze badgesHere is the full list of teams you can meet. Lucas S.Lucas S.11.2k77 gold badges3838 silver badges4444
bronze badges Got a question that you can't ask about the National Stack Overflow? Learn more about sharing private information with stack overflow for teams. Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/ Android Central To many of us, the fact that we can plug our Android phone into your computer and interact with it
is a big plus. Besides, once we've broken something and need to fix it, there are many reasons why an advanced Android user would like to talk to their device. To do this, you need to have some tools and know some commands. That is what we are going to talk about today. Granted, it won't be an endall-be-all discussion on ADB teams, but there are 10 basic teams everyone should know if they plan to come down and messy with the command line. You will need some tools and make them easy. Go to the Android developer's website. You can install the full Android Studio package if you want
additional debugging tools or you can scroll down to the bottom of the page and download only command-line tools. Unless you develop something or debug on your phone, you only need command-line tools. If you're using Windows, there's another step. Go to the device manufacturer's page and install
adb and fastboot drivers for Windows. This is necessary so that your computer can talk to your Android device. If you hit a snag (Windows can be hesitant) visit the forums and someone is bound to be able to help you through it. Now that we're all on the same page, enable USB debugging on your device
(see your device's manual if you need help finding it) and connect your phone to your computer. Let's go. 1. ADB device team Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android Central ADB device team is the most important one of the bunch because it is used to make sure your computer and Android device are in
touch. That is why we cover it first. If you're a pro operating system on your PC, you want to add a directory with Android tools to your path. If you're not, don't worry. Just start your terminal or command console and specify where you put the resulting tools to download in advance. When you're sure you're
in the correct folder, type adb devices at the command prompt. If you number, you're good to go! If you have a Make sure you're in the correct folder and that the device driver is installed correctly if you're using Windows. And make sure you have USB debugging turned on! Now that we have everything
set up, let's look at a few more teams. 2. ADB push command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android Central If you want to move a file to your Android device programmatically, you'll want to use the ADB push command. You need to know some parameters, namely the full path to the file you are pushing,
and the full path to where you want to place it. In the picture I'm pushing a song from my music folder to my desktop to a music folder on my phone. Notice the slashes in the file path and quotes around the path of my computer command. Windows uses \ as a directory switch the file path and Unix uses /.
Because the file name contains spaces and special characters (I renamed it this way a target!), you need to enema the path in quotation marks. 3. ADB pull command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android Central If ADB push sends files to your Android device, that's why the ADB pull command could pull
them out. That's exactly what it does, and it works just like the ADB push team did. You need to know both the path to the file you want to pull off, as well as the path you want to insert it. You can leave the destination path blank and it will drop the file into your tool folder to ease the situation. In this
example, I did it the hard way and entered the full path(s) so you can see how it looks. Remember your forward slash against backslash rules here and you have no problem. 4. ADB reboot command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android Central That's exactly what you think it is – a way to reboot a device
from the command line. Running it is simple: just type the ADB reboot and enter. Before you say: I can just push the button! you must understand that these commands can be scripted, and your device can reboot in the middle of the script if you need it. And that's a good segue to number five. 5. ADB
reboot-bootloader and ADB reboot recovery commands Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android Central Not only can you reboot the device, but you can also point out that it reboots to the bootloader. It's awfully handy because sometimes these button combinations are touchy, and if you have a lot of devices
it's tough to remember them all. Some devices don't even have a way to boot to a bootloader without this command. And again, being able to use this command script is priceless. Doing it is easy, just type the ADB reboot-bootloader and hit the enter key. Most devices can also load recovery directly with
ADB reboot recovery (note does not hyphen this one), and some can't. It won't hurt to try anything. 6. Fastboot device team Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/ Android Central When you work inside a bootloader, the adb no longer works. You are not booted on android yet, and debugging tools are not contact.
Fastboot command needs to be used in its place. Fastboot is probably the most powerful Android debugging tool available, and many devices aren't enabled. If you don't, you need to make sure things are in touch. This is where the fastboot device team comes into play. At the prompt, just type fastboot
devices, and you should see the serial number, just like the ADB device command we looked at earlier. If things don't work and you're using Windows, you might have a driver problem and you might need to link it from the manufacturer. 7. Fastboot unlock command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/ Android
Central Fastboot unlock process will delete the entire phone and reset it. Holy Grail android commands, fastboot flashes unlock is not one thing and one thing only - unlocks your bootloader. It's not enabled on every phone, even phones that support fastboot, but we're also in it, because even if you don't
need it, it's an important part of Android's openness. Google doesn't care what we do with phones unless it complies with google Play access rules and includes this new way to open them, even if the company that made your phone doesn't support it. Using it is easy enough. Once you've used fastboot
devices to make sure everything is in touch, just type the fastboot to blink off quickly and hit enter. Look at the device, read carefully and choose wisely. 8. ADB install command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/ Android Central While ADB push can copy files to our Android devices, ADB install can actually
install apps. You will need to provide a path where you have the .apk file saved, then run it as follows: adb install TheAppName.apk. If you update the app, you use the -r:adb install -r TheAppName.apk switch. There are also a-s switch that tries to install on an SD card, as well as other commands you
probably won't ever need. And finally, you can uninstall the apps with their package name with adb uninstall package-name-here. Uninstalling also has a switch. -k switch will uninstall the app, but leave all the app data and cache in place. 9. ADB sideload command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android
Central An OTA (over-the-air) update is downloaded to the phone as a zip file. You can also download this zip file manually and install it without having to wait for your phone to have an update pushed to it. The end result is the same as if you were expecting, but we hate waiting. All you have to do is
download the update to your computer. Connect your phone to your COMPUTER. Then reboot the recovery phone and use the up and down volume buttons, choose Apply update from ADB. Then hop into your favorite terminal/command line and type adb sideload full-path-to-the-file.zip and hit enter. Let
things run your way, and you're golden. 10. ADB shell command Source: Jerry Hildenbrand/Android Central ADB shell team is mixed by a lot of folks. There are two use it, the one where you send a command to the device to run your command line shell, and one where you actually enter the device
command shell from your terminal. In the picture, I'm inside the device shell. Getting there is easy enough, just type the ADB shell and enter. Once inside, you can interact with the actual running operating system on your phone. I'll warn you that if you're familiar with the ash or bash shell, you have to be
careful here because things can turn south quickly if you're not. Ashes and bash are command shells. They allow you to interact with your phone using typed commands and a lot of folks use one or both on their Linux or Mac computers, even if they didn't know it. ** It's not DOS so don't try dos
commands.** Another method using the ADB shell command uses it to tell the phone to run the shell command without leaving the shell. Using it is easy; type adb shell Example should change permissions for a file like this: adb shell chmod666 /sdcard/somefile. Be very careful when executing direct
commands using these methods. Methods.
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